Virginias 1993 Elections:
The 12-%ear Itch Returns
Part 1. General Election for Governor

. .. .... ...................
Mr. Sabato is Robert Kent Gooch Professsor of
Government and Foreign Affairs at the University ofVirginia. This article is excerptedfrom the
forthcoming Virginia Votes 1991-1994; most of
the tables andfigures have been omitted. Part 2,
in the February 1994 issue, will discuss the 1993
Virginia General Assembly elections.
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as the Republicans learned nationally in 1992, Virginia Democrats discovered to
their sorro in 1993 that voters often believe
12 years in power is enough for a political party.
In what was arguably the best election year for
the state GOP in this century, Republican candidates swept the governorship and the attorney
general's post in landslides, and they came very
close to gaining control of the House of Delegates. Mirroring 1981, when the electorate
ended a dozen years of GOP statehouse control and installed a young and promising team
of Democrats led by Charles Robb, the "12year itch" returned with a vengeance in 1993.
Ironically, the "time for a change" theme
that propelled George Allen to the governor's
chair took hold in part because of public
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The statistics
tell the tale:
1993 was the
best Republican
gubernatorial year
of the 20th century,
while Terry
received the
lowest percentage
of the vote
of any Democratic
candidate for
governor in
this century.

disaffection with the same Charles Robb and
his fellow unpopular Democrats, Governor Douglas Wilder and President Bill Clinton. That
fact, combined with Mary Sue Terry's own unappealing persona and inept campaign (and a
clever and resourceful Allen effort) doomed her
to a historic defeat.

NMINATIONS PROCESS
The Democratic convention on May 8-9 was
carefully orchestrated and exquisitely dull. Former
attorney general Mary Sue Terry of Patrick County
was crowned the gubernatorial nominee, and Lieutenant Governor Donald S. Beyer, Jr. ofAlexandria
was renominated for the second slot. Former VIrginia State Bar president William D. Dolan III of
Arlington County won the berth for attorney general on the ticket. Dolan had never before served
in any elective office, but he had been an active
member and later chair of the state Community
College Board.
The Republican convention on June 45 was much livelier. The GOP had not won a
single state office since 1977, and its leaders
were admittedly hungry for victory.
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For the first
time in a
Virginia contest,
the private tracking
polling conducted
by a statewide
candidate has been
made available
for analysis.

Former U. S. Representative George F. Allen,
Jr. of Albemarle County, long considered the Republican frontrunner, secured 64.1 % ofthe delegate
: votes for governor, to 29.30/0 for Earle C. Williams
of McLean, a retired corporate CEO who self-financed a nearly $2 million campaign. Delegate
Clinton Miller of Shenandoah County, the most
moderate candidate in the field, finished third with
6.6 0/0. 1
The lieutenant governor's race pitted political novice and home-schooling advocate Michael
P. Farris of Loudoun County against Bush White
House aide Bobbie Kilberg of McLean, the lone
: woman among the GOP candidates. With Christian political activists and home-schoolers occupying
: -an estimated third or more of the delegate seats,
Farris produced a 60.8% victory.
The race for the attorney general nomination
was more obscure than the others. Moderate-conservative Henrico County Commonwealth's Attorney
• James S. Gilmore III won 60.1 % of the delegate
votes in a battle with moderate Delegate G. Steven
• Agee of Roanoke. The Allen-Farris-Gilmore ticket
was unquestionably the most conservative state ticket
fielded by the Republicans in recent times, mainly
due to Farris's presence.
:

T:e

CAMPAIGN

For the first time in a Virginia contest, the private
tracking polling conducted by a statewide candidate has been made available for analysis. These are
the survey data provided to George Allen's campaign by its pollster, Fabrizio, McLaughlin, &
Associates. 2 In the final month of October, that
polling gave a near-continuous picture of public
opinion trends (see Figure 1).

Mary Sue Terry's large spring lead of 550/0 to
280/0 began to melt away in the summer's heat after
Allen was introduced to a statewide audience at his
June nominating convention. Always lurking in the
background for Terry were the three unpopular leaders of her party. By July, as Allen began to press the
"change" theme that would be his constant on the
campaign trail, Terry had already lost her majority
support-never to regain it. At that point, she led
Allen by the reduced margin of 47% to 360/0.
In late August the Fraternal Order ofPolice (FOP)
announced its endorsement of Allen. Considering the
importance of the crime issue and the FOP's support
for Terry in 1985 and 1989, this endorsement gave
Allen a major boost. By Labor Day, T eny's lead had
shrunk to 7 points(470/0 t-o 400/0), and the "invincibility" image that had filled Terry's warchest and held
Allen back was dissipating.
Other than fundraising, much of Terry's summer campaign had focused on her proposal for a 5-day
waiting period before the purchase of a handgun. The
proposal had broad public support, but Allen's trump
card-abolishing parole for violent criminals-had more
intense backing from the electorate. The Republican
further linked his anti-parole stance to the dramatic
rise in serious crime that occurred while Terry was
state attorney general (even though that post is not
usually on the front lines of fighting crime) . Terry
countered with television advertisements suggesting
Allen was a tool of the National Rifle Association.
By the beginning of October (before the three
televised debates), Allen had already closed the gap
with Terry with the race tied at 41 %. His stretch
run, infused with cash from "access" contributors
who smelled a winner, stressed the themes he had
been developing since six weeks before the GOP
convention. On the mostly positive side, Allen pledged

FIGURE 1
George Allen's Private Campaign Polling, May-October 1993
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SOURCE& NOTES: Polls taken by Allen's pollster, Fabrizio, McLaughlin & Associates. Sample sizes and margins of error varied. Most October polls
consisted of 3-night samplings of 600 likely voters (200/night, with the most dated interviews dropped and newest 200 added.) This is classic 'tracking'
surveying. For October 27-28, the sample size increased to 400/night. November 2 poll data were actually produced by a post-election survey of 500
self-reported voters, taken November 4-5; the survey was sponsored by the Republican Governors' Association.
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to fight crime, restore honesty and integrity to state Sue Terry by 58.3% to 40.9%. Allen became the first
government, bring change, and create jobs. He also candidate for governor to receive over a million votes
promised a financial settlement to federal retirees (1,045,319), to Terry's 733,527 votes. The statistics
who had been battling Terry and the Democratic tell the tale: 1993 was the best Republican gubernatoadministration over the taxation of their pensions. rial year of the century, while Terry received the lowest
On the negative side,he relentlessly labelled Terry a percentage of the vote of any Democratic candidate
"Robb-Wilder" politician and, with the help of as- for governor in the 20th century.
Allen built his massive victory margin by carsociates, drew a contrast between his (second)wife
rying 9 of Virginia's 11 congressional districts. His
and children and Terry's single status.
A whisper campaign about Terry broke into largest majority (68.8%) came in the state's most
the open on October 7, when a Roanoke psychia- Republican district, the 7th-stretching from the
trist unconnected to the Allen campaign made wild Richmond suburbs to Albemarle County. Also well
accusations about Terry's alleged sexual preference. over 600/0 in their support for Allen were the ReThese accusations were made while the man was publican-leaning Northern Neck 1st (63.3%),
before a professional disciplinary board on account Roanoke 6th (63.60/0), and the Northern Virginiaof his sexual activity with his own patients. Terry Shenandoah 10th (64.50/0), as well as the normally •
was forced to deny the groundless ranting; but her Democratic-leaning Southwest 9th (64.3%). In a •
campaign reported privately that news accounts of shocker, Allen won every single jurisdiction in the
the allegations had sent Terry's poll ratings tum- 9th, and he became the first GOP candidate for
bling. 3 Indeed, even Allen's tracking numbers show governor in the 20th century to carry heavily unionAllen opening up his first lead at precisely this time. ized Wise County.
Allen also easily won three other districts: the
But Terry's burdens were far greater than this reNorfolk-Virginia Beach 2nd (57.4%), the Tidewagrettable incident alone.
From this point on, Allen steadily expanded ter 4th (59.9%), and the Southside 5th (59.7%).
his lead, with one exception. That was in the days The highly competitive 11 th District in Northern
following the second televised debate on October Virginia also tipped to Allen by 51.2% to 48.3%.
12, when Terry launched a harsh broadside against Terry carried just two congressional districts: the
Allen for his alleged close connection to Pat Robertson majority-black 3rd (with 64.1 %) and the liberal
and Jerry Falwell. Negative advertising linking the Democratic 8th in Northern Virginia (with 55.90/0).
two fundamentalist preachers to Allen dominated In 1989, running for reelection as attorney general,
the airwaves for more than a week, and the assault Terry had lost only 7 counties and 1 city. In 1993
had an impact: Allen's tracking showed the Repub- Terry carried only 6 counties and 10 cities.
Democrats took heart from the contest for
lican levelling offin mid-October at 460/0, and Terry
bumping up from 40% to 42%. But the attack ran lieutenant governor, where incumbent Donald S.
its course, and the underlying pro-change forces again Beyer captured a second term with 54.5% (947,837
took control. The election was effectively won by votes) to Republican Michael Farris's 45.5% (791,593
votes). The final results were remarkably similar to
Allen after the Robertson/Falwell linkage failed.
In the end,voters seemed to accept Allen's Beyer's first election in 1989, when he defeated Repositions and premises on most of the campaign's publican Edwina Dalton by 54.1 % (934,377 votes)
key issues. Generally, too, voters blamed Terry more to 45.8% (791,360 votes).
Under the surface, though, Beyer's second
than Allen for the negative tone of the campaign.
According to the Fabrizio/MacLaughlin post-elec- victory was somewhat different, not least because
tion poll, 34% of respondents said both candidates he received the fewest votes of the three statewide
"ran a negative campaign," while 40% said Terry winners. While Beyer had carried 47 counties in
alone did so and only 150/0 named Allen solely. In 1989, he won just 34 in 1993; Farris secured maaddition, 780/0 ofAllen's voters said they cast a bal- jorities in 61 counties. It was Beyer's strength in
lot fir Allen,rather than against Terry. In contrast, urban Virginia, especially Northern Virginia, that :
only 64% ofTerry's voters cast a ballot fir her, while enabled him to survive the GOP tidal wave. Beyer •
32% said their vote was against Allen.
won 30 cities (he had won 27 in 1989) to Farris's
11, and swept the Northern Virginia 8th (67.9%
of the vote) and 11 th (61.70/0). The majority-black •
EECTION RESULTS
3rd District delivered a healthy 730/0 for Beyer, and •
Just four years after the closest gubernatorial election solid victories in both Norfolk and Virginia Beach
in Virginia's history, the state's voters produced the gave the 2nd to Beyer by 56.5%. Narrow margins
largest landslide in over 30 years in a governor's con- in the 1st (50.9%), 4th (52.4%), and 10th districts
test. Republican George Allen crushed Democrat Mary (50.80/0) added to Beyer's plurality.
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Voter turnout
in 1993 was a
modest 61.1%
of the registered
voters (36.9%
of all citizens
age 18 and older).
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Farris won four districts (the 5th, 6th, 7th, and
9th), and only the 9th fell into his column by a substantial margin (9 percentage points). Republican
defections from Farris were obvious throughout the
state, nowhere more so than in the heavily Republican 7th. Allen and Gilmore won the 7th by crushing
margins of better than 2-1, while Farris limped across
the finish line with only 51 % of the vote.
Voters returned to the Republican column in
the contest for attorney general, as the GOP's James
Gilmore defeated Democrat William Dolan by 56.1 0/0
(958,982 votes) to 43.9% (749,565 votes). Dolan
ran scarcely better than his ticket-leader, Mary Sue
Terry; he carried only 8 of 95 counties and 18 of41
cities. Gilmore's performance was closely tied to
Allen's. District by district, Gilmore's proportion
of the vote was always within 4 percentage points
of Allen's, though only in the Southside 5th did
Gilmore equal Allen's showing (59.7% each). Gilmore
won 8 of the 11 congressional districts, with only
the majority-black 3rd and Northern Virginia 8th
and 11 th eluding his grasp.

: VOTER TURNOUT
: Voter turnout in 1993 was a modest 61.1 % of the
: registered voters (36.90/0 of all citizens age 18 and
: older). Turnouts were much higher in 1981 (64.9%)
: and 1989 (66.5%). But 1993's voter participation
: rate greatly exceeded the low 530/0 of 1985, when
: widespread flooding almost washed out the elec: tion in western Virginia.
The highest turnouts were recorded in the 6th
(68.2%), 5th (67.1 %), and 7th (66.5%) congressional
: districts; the lowest turnouts, typical for state elections,
: occurred in the Washington-oriented 8th (54.9 % ) and
11 th (54.3%) in Northern Virginia.
As usual, not all citizens who went to the polls
: voted in every statewide race. About 1.3% skipped
: the race for governor, 4.3% abstained in the lieuten: ant governor's contest, and 6.0% failed to vote for
: attorney general. This so-called "ballot fall-off" was
: greatest in the black-majority 3rd District, where 2.9%,
: 8.20/0, and 11 % abstained in the elections for gover: nor, lieutenant governor, and attorney general,
: respectively. In 44 black precincts that were analyzed,
: ballot fall-off was even more steep, though about on a
: par with past elections: 4.7% did not vote for gover: nor, 13.6% did not vote for lieutenant governor, and
17.80/0 did not vote for attorney general.

: DEMOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWNS
:
:
:
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The winning Republican coalition in 1993 was disproportionately male, white, and older. But there
were fascinating variations among the candidates,
as well as critical GOP inroads among women and
: African-Americans.

:

The most remarkable demographic finding is
that a majority ofwomen chose not to support their
first major-party candidate for governor of Virginia. Mary Sue Terry won only 47% of the votes of
women, compared to Allen's 52%. 4 There was still
a sizeable gender gap since men favored Allen by a
large margin (630/0 to 35%). This 12 percentage point
gap was double the 6-point gap of 1989, when
Douglas Wilder won the women's vote and Marshall
Coleman carried the male vote. And unlike 1989,
when women outvoted men by 52% to 48%, women
and men each comprised roughly half the 1993 election day turnout.
Gender gaps of 8 percentage points were apparent in the races for lieutenant governor and attorney
general. Mike Farris won a narrow majority among
men but lost women by a landslide, 41 % to 59% for
Don Beyer. Jim Gilmore carried women with 52%
and men by a more sizeable 60% of the vote.
While Allen won all age groups, he ran strongest with the oldest voters and weakest with the youngest
ones, carrying those over 60 years with 60% and those
under 30 years by 55%. The same pattern, though
less pronounced, was visible in the other statewide
races, with Republican candidates doing somewhat
better among more senior voters.
The 1992 Perot voters broke heavily for the
GOP ticket in 1993. Given the Republican cast of
Perot voters and their anger at the status quo, this
was not surprising-and even less so thanks to Terry's
virtual portrayal of herself as the establishment's
"next-in-line" for the governorship. Allen swept those
who claimed to have cast their presidential ballots
for Ross Perot, 680/0 to 29% for Terry. Gilmore
did almost as well, winning 61 % of the Perot voters, while Farris managed a 55% majority among
the "Perotistas." Interestingly, the GOP ticket captured about a quarter of the 1992 Clinton voters.
Allen lost only 13% of the 1992 Bush voters and
Gilmore lost 26%, while Farris suffered a large 37%
defection.
Racially, if the Mason-Dixon exit poll is correct, all three Republicans scored a breakthrough
among African-Americans. In recent statewide elections, GOP nominees were usually restricted to
support in the low single digits in predominantly
black precincts. But in 1993 the exit poll indicated
that Allen received 17% of the black vote, Farris
garnered 13%, and Gilmore captured 18%. 5 The
selected black precincts analyzed do not support this
finding, but all three Republicans did receive approximately 10 % ofthe black vote in those precincts,
a figure still above the norm. 6
Among whites, Allen led by nearly 2-to-1, 63%
to 35%. Incredibly, Douglas Wilder in 1989 secured
a larger share of the white vote (41 %) than did Mary
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Terry managed only a slim majority of 52.5 % -a
far cry from Douglas Wilder's 68.5% in 1989 or
her own 72.7% in the same year. The proportion
of the statewide vote coming from central cities also
fell from four years ago, from 22.5% in 1989 to
18.1 % in 1993. Like Terry, Bill Dolan barely built
a lead (53.9%) in the central cities; only Don Beyer
enjoyed the kind of majority (64.6%) usually given
FUNDAMENTALIST CHRISTIAN VOTE
Much of the Democrats' advertising strategy dur- Democrats in these cities. Lack of enthusiasm for
ing October was built around attacking the the Democratic ticket and a low black turnout exRepublicans for their reliance upon fundamentalist plains the central city results.
The suburbs provided 58.2% ofthe 1993 stateChristian leaders like Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell.
Exit poll data suggest that their strategy backfired, wide vote-up nearly 10 percentage points over
solidifying and energizing the fundamentalist vote 1989. This turnout benefitted the three suburban
choices-George Allen (receiving 59.9% of the
for the GOP.
Fully 34°1< of the 1993 election-day voters were suburbs' votes); Don Beyer (favored by 54.2%); and
white, evangelical/born-again Christians-nearly Jim Gilmore (the suburban preference by 57.70/0).
double the 18% proportion recorded in Virginia's Allen and Gilmore's premier issue, crime, was a high
1992 presidential election in Virginia. Furthermore, priority in the suburbs. As for Beyer, he has always
the Republicans swamped the Democrats among projected the image of the classic suburbanitethis population subgroup: Allen won 77% and Farris sophisticated, well educated, preppie/yuppie. Farris's
69%. About a fourth of the white fundamentalists identification with fundamentalist Christianity
(9% of the entire electorate) reported in 1993 that was no advantage in many of these precincts-not
they were particularly concerned with "declining even in Pat Robertson's Virginia Beach and Jerry
moral or religious values," and this issue had helped Falwell's Lynchburg, both of which Beyer carried
to guide them in voting. Among this segment of easily while his running mates lost them in landthe electorate, Allen garnered a nearly unanimous slides.
94%, with Farris and Gilmore each winning 91 %.
Normally, the votes in rural areas are closely
divided between the parties. However, in 1993 the
most one-sided vote occurred in rural Virginia, where
URBAN VOTE
In 1993 the Democratic party suffered a central city voters seemed to be genuinely angry at the Demodeflation, a suburban reversal, and an out-and-out crats for a laundry list of offenses-including their
rural revolt (see Table!). In the central cities, nor- advocacy of gun control, a decidedly liberal tilt on
mally a bastion of Democratic support, Mary Sue social issues like abortion, and the association with

Sue Terry in 1993. Farris managed only a thin 51 %
majority among whites, while Gilmore scored a
3-to-2 landslide (60% to 40% for Dolan). Combining the gender gap with the racial breakdown
yields a startling statistic: nearly 7 of 10 white males
voted for Allen.

In 1993 the
Democratic party
suffered a central
city deflation, a
suburban reversal,
and an out-and-out
rural revolt.

TABLE 1
The Urban Vote in the 1993 Virginia General Election
%

Urban
Measure
Urban Corridor

0/0 of Total Vote

Governor
Terry(D)
Allen(R)

of Votes Cast for

Lieutenant Governor
Beyer(D)
Farris(R)

Attorney General
Dolan(D)
Gilmore(R)

59.7

44.1

55.1

58.4

41.6

46.9

53.1

Metropolitan
Statistical Areas

76.3

42.5

56.7

56.6

43.4

45.1

54.9

Central Cities

18.1

52.5

46.5

64.6

35.4

53.9

46.1

Suburbs

58.2

39.4

59.9

54.2

45.8

42.3

57.7

Rural Areas

23.4

35.5

63.4

47.3

52.7

39.6

60.4

SOURCE: Compiled from official election results from the State Board of Elections.
NOTES: For the list of localities that make up the "Urban Corridor," see Table 2 of the January 1993 issue of the University of Virginia News Letter.
The 8 current Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) for Virginia, as established by the U.S. Census Bureau, are Charlottesville, Danville, Johnson CityKingsport-Bristol, Lynchburg, Washington, D.C., Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, Richmond-Petersburg, and Roanoke. "Central cities" and
"suburbs" are included in the MSA figures. The Charlottesville and Danville MSAs were first designated after the 1980 census, and other MSAs have
been expanded each decade, with new cities and counties added to them. Therefore, this grouping of MSAs is not entirely the same as that used in the
author's previous analyses of Virginia elections.
Rural areas include all Virginia localities not included in either a MSA or the Urban Corridor.
Percentages do not always total 100 since the independent candidate is not included in this table.
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Doug Wilder, Chuck Robb, and Bill Clinton. ProRepublican fundamentalist Christians may well have
affected the vote most substantially in rural localities,
too. Whatever the precise combination of motivating
factors, the GOP ticket overwhelmed the Democrats
in ruritania: Allen and Gilmore topped 600/0 of the
vote, and even Farris won a 52.70/0 majority.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN VOTING
All three Democratic candidates held onto a large
majority of the African-American vote, judging by
an analysis of 44 selected predominantly black
precincts. But black turnout was exceptionally low,
diluting the African-American impact on the election.
In the black precincts Mary Sue Terry received
86.7% to George Allen's 11.4%, and her runnin
mates secured slightly larger percentages (90.90/0 for
Beyer, and 89.40/0 for Dolan). Yet four years ago,
running for reelection as attorney general, Terry had
garnered 94.70/0, and Doug Wilder won an even
larger 96.2% in his gubernatorial bid.
Far more significant was the paltry 50.5%
turnout in the black precincts, far behind the overall statewide turnout of 61.1 %. In the last four
gubernatorial elections, turnout in the black precincts had actually exceeded the rate ofoverall turnout.
In 1989, for instance, overall turnout was 66.50/0,
but the black precincts had a turnout of 72.6%.
Statewide in 1989, the Mason-Dixon exit poll found
that blacks comprised 170/0 of all the voters who
came to the polls on elect~on day; in 1993 the black
proportion had fallen to 140/0. Terry and her ticket
clearly did not excite African-American voters, and
the poor black turnout may have been one cost of
her past public disagreements with Governor Wilder.

LSUES 6- CANDIDATE QUALITIES
The Mason-Dixon exit poll showed that, aside from
personalities, the voters appeared to have three concerns uppermost in their minds on election day: the
economy, crime, and education. Not surprisingly, since
it had been the focus of much of his campaign, Allen
attracted the votes of the 31 % of those who mentioned crime, by a 2-to-1 margin. Allen also narrowly
claimed those concerned about the economy (by 53%
to 45% for Terry). Education-oriented voters split their
votes evenly between the two contenders.
Other issues mentioned by voters in the Mason-Dixon exit poll included abortion (18%), guns
(160/0), and taxes/state spending (15%). Perhaps again
reflecting the large participation of fundamentalists, Allen won the abortion voters with 54 percent.
Terry, having emphasized the gun-purchase waiting period, won "guns" voters with 54%. The
tax-sensitive voters were overwhelmingly for Allen

(71 0/0), despite the incumbent governor's aversion
to new taxes over the previous four years.
Voters leaving the polls were also asked to
choose from a list "which one or two candidate qualities mattered to you most in deciding how to vote
for governor." Judging from the responses in Table
2, Allen decisively won the battle of images with
Terry. Little known and ill defined just three months
earlier, Allen was perceived on election day by large
majorities as a strong leader, honest and trustworthy, a "new ideas" candidate who had a "good family
life" and cared about average people. U nquestionably, Terry's single status-and the subtle (and
sometimes blatant)-Republican focus on it-was
detrimental to her campaign.
1
P rhaps
and candidate qualities was the simple matter of
President Clinton's unpopularity in Virginia. The
Mason-Dixon exit poll asked voters to evaluate
Clinton's job performance, and the results were
strongly correlated with the gubernatorial
outcome. Overall, 55% disapproved of Clinton and
only 37% approved; 89% of the disapproving voted
for Allen and 77 percent of the approving voted
for Terry.

CAMPAIGN FINANCING
Virginia's 1993 elections again disprove the myth
that the size of the campaign warchest is the be-all,
end-all in elections. While communicating a campaign message to distracted voters is expensive, it is
not necessary to spend more to win, as both George
Allen and Jim Gilmore demonstrated.
Allen spent $5.47 million in his quest for the
governorship, over $1 million less than Mary Sue
Terry's $6.5 million. These aggregate figures actually understate the funding gap between Allen and
Terry, since Allen's campaign was starved for money
until the fall-partly because Allen had to fight a
convention battle while Terry conserved her capital. In mid-July, for example, Terry's unspent funds
amounted to about $2.8 million, compared to
$270,000 for Allen. The final Allen total was respectable only because in the ten days before the
election-and in the three weeks after it, when he
was governor-elect-Allen raised $1.35 million to
Terry's $470,000.
Don Beyer spent more than his losing opponent; but Mike Farris, at $1.54 million, came
reasonably close to Beyer's $1.92 million. Jim
Gilmore, on the other hand, was outspent by his
Democratic foe, Bill Dolan, despite Gilmore's convention campaign versus Dolan's unopposed
nomination. Dolan spent $1.27 million to Gilmore's
$1.16 million.
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TABLE 2
Candidate Qualities Important to Voters
in Deciding How to Vote for Governor,
1993 Virginia Gubernatorial Election

Quality
Strong leader
Experience
Honest & trustwortny
Represents my party
Cares about people like me
Has new rdeas
Has a good family life
Don't like people supporting
other candidate
Sex of the candidate

0/0 of These
Overall 0/0
Voters for
of Voters
Terry
Choosing It Allen

34

31
25

68
34

32
66

74

25

62

38

15

55
73

42
24

14

92.

8

9

47
28

49
70

23
18
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SOU CE: 1993 statewide exit poll conducted by Mason Dixon Opinion
Research, Inc.

Overall, spending in this year's statewide election declined by 19%, dropping from a $21.95 million
total in 1989 to $17.86 million in 1993. The recession clearly affected the ability ofwealthy developers
in areas like Northern Virginia to give their usual
large sums. The Republican choice of a less expensive convention in 1993 rather than a TV ad-glutted
primary, as in 1989, also played a role. Spending in
the gubernatorial race declined most drastically, down
26% from four years ago, followed by a 13% decline in the lieutenant governor's contest. Only the
attorney general's race posted a spending increase
(of 32%). Still, the 1993 elections were the second
most expensive statewide contests Virginia has seen.

CNCLUDING THOUGHTS
As elections go, 1993 was straightforward, at least
in retrospect. The Democratic nominee for governor was saddled with three politically poisonous party
leaders (Robb, Wilder, and Clinton), to all ofwhom
she was inextricably bound in the voter's mind. Blessed
with a wide early lead built mainly on the weak foundation of mere name identification, she and her
consultants misinterpreted her support, seeing depth
where there was none. Flush with cash, giddy with
heady poll results, and dangerously overconfident,
Terry fatally sat on her lead, missing precious
opportunities to define her opponent before he
defined himself.
One such chance came immediately after the
state Republican convention. With press coverage
focusing on the convention's dominance by rightwing Christian activists, Terry had an opening to
launch a preemptive paid advertising campaign labelling Allen the captive of "extreme" elements. The
Allen campaign privately feared just such a strategy
because (1) their coffers were bare and they would
not have been able to counter-attack with equal force;

(2) Allen was still essentially unknown to voters and,
assuming a competent negative assault by Terry, he
would have been placed on the defensive, fighting a
damaging stereotype from the get-go; and (3) a convincing attack might have sent Allen's poll ratings
plummeting, putting him so far behind Terry that
fundraising would have been next to impossible. Of •
course, Terry never made this creative if risky decision, because of her own cautious nature, her previous,
conventional campaign experience, and her consultants' advice. Like former state attorney general Andrew •
P. Miller before her, she incorrectly believed that two
landslide victories in down-ballot statewide races gave
her the formula for success in a contest for governor.
Terry squandered her huge lead in other ways,
too. Her support for a five-day gun-purchase waiting period was no match for Allen's stress on
controlling violent crime. Previously viewed as a moderate-conservative, Terry allowed herselfto be painted
as a cultural liberal because of her support for gun
control, opposition to parental notification for adolescent abortions, and criticism of "extremist"
Christian fundamentalists. These stands stirred up
the evangelicals and rural conservatives, to her considerable detriment. At the same time, Terry was
apparently incapable of activating two liberal subgroups of her own party, Mrican-Americans and
professional women. While both sets ofvoters backed
her at the polls, they did so with little enthusiasm
and insufficient numbers. Finally but importantly,
she and her managers squandered her sizeable
warchest on amateurish, unmemorable television
advertisements that failed to highlight Democratic
achievements and Terry's own accomplishments, or
even to put her personally in an attractive light. The
Terry effort fairly reeked of the status quo at a time
when voters were clearly looking for some break with
the Democratic party's establishment.
As is now obvious to all, George Allen was
the right candidate for his time. A classically rural!
suburban Republican with an attractive family, he
had a natural appeal to the wellspring ofGOP votes.
His telegenic affability, well communicated by superbly crafted television advertisements, gave him a
T etlon coating against charges that he was out of :
the mainstream. Allen simply did not frighten people,
and claims that his positions were "scary" seemed
overblown to voters. The GOP campaign chose its
issues well, especially in its emphasis on crime and
abolishing parole. If ever there was a well-run organization that used its (at first) limited resources to
greatest advantage, it was Allen's.
All this having been said, Terry and the Democrats lost the campaign more than Allen won it. The
Democratic ineptitude, scandals, and feuding created conditions extremely favorable for a Republican
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takeover, providing the GOP nominee passed the
threshold ofacceptability. Allen successfully crossed
this threshold with his issues, advertisements, personality, and competent campaign. He was truly
1993's Bill Clinton to Mary Sue Terry's George
Bush. Whatever qualms the voters had about the
challengers in 1992 and 1993, they were secondary to the voters' disgust with the incumbents and
desire for change.
The election results for attorney general underline this conclusion. Gilmore linked himself to
Allen by means of both party affiliation and, with
his experience as a local commonwealth's attorney,
the crime issue.That was enough for most voters,
and this little-noticed race's results of 56% for
Gilmore to 44% for Dolan may be the best barometer ofactual party preference among those who
came to the polls on November 2.
Unlike Allen and Gilmore, Michael Farris was
unable to pass the threshold of acceptability, even
with an electorate more than prepared to give Republicans the benefit ofthe doubt. Farris did achieve
a showing far above what the polls were projecting
just days ahead of the election, and he actually garnered more votes than Mary Sue Terry or Bill Dolan.
Farris was also running against the only incumbent on the ballot, and his campaign was a shoestring
effort compared to Beyer's well-funded apparatus.
Farris also generated enthusiasm among fundamentalists and home-schoolers that translated into more
votes for the entire GOP ticket. Yet in a landslide
Republican year, Farris lost, running nearly 13 percentage points behind his ticket leader. Coattail and
wholesale rejection of the Democrats helped Farris
come as close as he did, but Beyer's majority was solid,
swelled by the defection of many moderate Republicans and independents, including Senator John
Warner. In the end, no dispassionate observer was
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Notes
1 These percentages were tallied by the state GOP and released to
the author later.
2 The author wishes to thank Frank Atkinson and Michael
Thomas of the Allen campaign for their decision to share this
information. The Terry campaign did not respond to a similar
request.

3 Some news organizations-including the Associated Press, the
Washington Post, and the journalists taking part in the first televised debate-distinguished themselves by deciding not to report
or discuss the allegations.
4 The figures on sex, age, and race were taken and adjusted from a
statewide exit poll of 4,956 voters conducted by Mason-Dixon
Opinion Research, Inc. (Voters were randomly interviewed as they
left 50 key polling places on election day. ) The figures for the
1992 presidential vote were taken from an election day statewide
telephone poll of 1,552 self-described voters conducted by
Hypotenuse, Inc. for WWBT-TV in Richmond.
5 Several modern Republican candidates have secured even more
of the black vote: Holton for governor in 1969, 37.2%; Coleman
for attorney general in 1977, 32.7%; and Warner for U.S. senator
in 1984, 21.2%. But most Republicans have received between 3
percent and 9 percent in black precincts.
6 Exit poll data from previous elections strongly suggest that rural
blacks-as well as higher-income, better-educated blacks living in
suburban areas-have a greater tendency to vote Republican, so
the difference between the 1993 exit poll results and the returns
from urban black precincts may in part reflect this finding. Other
polls found that b tw n 19 and 230/0
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really sure whether Farris's showing was an impressive first try for office or his high watermark---or both!
From the as yet unknowable wide-lens perspective of history, the 1993 election may prove to
be a watershed that ushers in a new period of
Republican rule-or it may simply be an interruption in an era of Democratic state governance. For
certain, 1993 will be noted as the year Christian
fundamentalists flexed some political muscle, and
also as the year the first woman candidate nominated by a major party ran for governor. •
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